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A REVIEW OF THE STAGES OF WORK HARDENING
A. D. Rollett, U. F. Kocks
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ABSTRACT

The stages of work hardening are reviewed with an emphasis on the links
between each stage. Simple quantitative descriptions are given for each stage, where
possible. The similarities between stage I, easy glide, and stage IV, large strain
hardening, are pointed out both in terms of the magnitude of the hardening rate, and in
terms of the underlying mechanism of dislocation debris accumulation. Stage II is
described as an athermal hardening stage that occurs when statistical variations in the

dislocation "forest" lead to geometrical storage of dislocations. The steadily decreasing
hardening rate observed in stage III is characterized by the increasing rate of loss of
dislocation density due to dynamic recovery. Stage III appears to have an asymptote to a
saturation stress which is determined by the characteristics of the dislocation tangles, or
cell walls. The imperfect nature of the dynamic recovery process, however, leads to the

accumulation of dislocation debris and this, by analogy with stage I, causes the apparent
saturation stress to rise, thus causing stage IV.

INTRODUCTION

By 1956, a large amount of research into the mechanical properties of single
crystals led Diehl [1] to divide the stress-strain curve into three stages, figure 1. Stage I
occurs only during single slip in single crystals. Stage II is a linear hardening stage with a
relatively high work hardening rate and occurs in both single crystals and polycrystals,
independently of stage I. This hardening behavior is best thought of as a limiting
behavior at small strains since the extent to which it is observed decreases with
increasing temperature and stacking fault energy.

Stage III corresponds to a steady decrease of work hardening rate and is sensitive
to temperature and strain rate. The theory for stage III discussed below assumes that a



saturation stress is reached at the end of stage III when recovery balances dislocation
storage. When this discussion turns to consideration of large strain behavior, a further
stage IV must be added, however. This stage is the low level work hardening that
persists in some cases to very large strains. The existence of a stage IV in work
hardening requires modification of any theory of stage III that predicts saturation of the
flow stress at the end of stage III. Some authors refer to a stage V during which further
dynamic recovery takes piace, leading to an eventual actual saturation of the flow stress.

This repeated dynamic recovery can be analysed with the same kinetics as for stage III,
Gil-Sevillano [2].

Stage IV as discussed here is usually thought of as the small but sustained
hardening that occurs at very large strains, e.g. as observed in wire-drawing of iron by
Langford and Cohen [3]. The experimental evidence reviewed below strongly suggests
that the persistent hardening at large strains is a real phenomenon in various metals
and alloys and in various straining paths. This is the behavior to which the term stage
IV is now generally applied, even if the hardening does not remain constant. It is only
significant, however, at low homologous temperatures as evidenced by the large body of
literature on creep plasticity which demonstrates the existence of a saturation stress
under many different conditions of loading and temperature.
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Fig. 1 The Stages of Work Hardening after Diehl, stage I/Easy Glide, stage
II/Athermal Work Hardening and stage III/Dynamic Recovery.

The various stages of work hardening are most clearly distinguished on a

diagram of e versus o, where e=do/d¢, figure 2. The discussion of stress and strain

resolved onto a single, equivalent slip system (z and y, respectively) is given later: for

now, we simply state that c=<M>_ and _,=<M>¢, where <M> is the average Taylor factor
for a polycrystal and is a function of deformation history but whose value is typically
close to 3. Stage II is commonly found in single crystal experiments on low stacking fault

energy materials and at low temperature at a constant, high, value of e at about _/200

(dz/dy). Even when not present, as in most cases of polycrystal experiments, stage II is



still useful as an asymptotic value of the hardening rate obtained by extrapolating the
data back to the yield stress (zero strain). Stage III can often be represented by a straight
line where the hardening rate decreases linearly with stress towards a "saturation
stress". Stage IV intervenes before the saturation stress is reached and is commonly

thought of as another stage of constant, low 0 at about 2.10"4_t.
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Fig. 2. The Stages of Work Hardening for a single crystal represented on a
plot of hardening rate versus flow stress. A polycrystal would show
stages III and IV, possibly II also. In stage III, the extrapolation to

zero hardening is labeled as _v to indicate the Voce stress, and the
arrows indicate how the slope varies with increasing strain rate or
temperature.

STAGE I: EASY GLIDE

Single crystals of close packed metals will deform on a single slip system with
little strain hardening to strains as large as 0.6 when stressed along a crystallographic
direction that is not related to the crystal symmetry. This stage of work hardening is
known as easy glide, Andrade and Henderson [4], because large amounts of strain can
accumulate without much work hardening. The order of magnitude of the work

hardening rate is 2.10"4_t, where t_ is the shear modulus [5] and the flow stress is 10"4_ or
less. The end of stage I is not a particularly reproducible phenomenon and is sensitive to
material purity and stress raisers on the specimen surface, for example.

The terms "critical resolved shear stress" and "resolved shear strain" have

particularly obvious meanings in single slip: the macroscopic stress on the material
must be large enough that when the stress is resolved onto the active slip system, a
critical shear stress is attained. The scalar ratio between the magnitude of the resolved
shear stress and the magnitude of the applied stress is called the Schmid factor, which is
a simple function of the single crystal orientation. This same ratio connects the external

strain with the shear strain on the active slip system. The shear strain, dy can be written
in terms of the mean number of mobile dislocations that traverse the slip plane, dn, and
the mean spacing of the active slip planes, d.

dr =dn b (1)d



STAGE I: HARDENING RATE

If each mobile dislocation could pass through the crystal without any portion of it
being permanently stopped, the work hardening rate would be exactly zero. The
experimental data all show a small but finite work hardening rate which means that
some accumulation of dislocation line length occurs. Fourie and Murphy [5] showed by
examination in the transmission electron microscope (TEM) that the predominant
storage mechanism in stage I is in dislocation dipoles. Parallel edge dislocations of

opposite sign that are closer than _b/8_(1-v)o, where r_ is the current flow stress, form a
stable arrangement, Gilman [6].

Argon and East [7] developed a statistical theory for stage I work hardening based
on the capture of mobile dislocation segments into dipolar and multipolar
configurations. This theory produced the correct order of magnitude and sign of the
strain rate sensitivity and temperature sensitivity but over-estimated the work
hardening rate by a factor of about 5. It is noteworthy that the low hardening rates
observed in stage I are described with fair success by a theory that is based on the
accumulation of dislocation debris.

Although stage I is only relevant to single crystal behavior, it is worth noting that
the low work hardening rate appears to be a consequence of the accumulation
mechanism. That is, dislocation debris in the form of dipoles accumulates which gives a
small but finite hardening rate. This hardening rate is of the same order as that
observed in stage IV. The combination of low hardening rate and debris accumulation
will be taken up again later since a simple quantitative description of stage IV is
developed below, based on debris accumulation. It is therefore necessary to understand
small strain work hardening behavior in order to make connections to the large strain
regime.

TRANSITION TO STAGE II

After a certain amount of strain, single crystals exhibi_ _.a transition from a low
hardening rate to a much larger rate. This transition is not well defined in terms of
either stress or strain and is sensitive to chemical purity, prior handling and stress
raisers such as surface blemishes, Nabarro et al. [5]. One might speculate, however, that
once dislocation activity on secondary systems has started anywhere in the crystal,
autocatalytic propagation occurs, giving rise to stage II.

ATHERMAL HARDENING (STAGE II)

Stage II work hardening was first characterized by an approximately linear stress-
strain curve whose slope is an appreciable fraction of the modulus but it was
subsequently redefined in terms of an athermal hardening stage [8]. In terms of a
resolved stresses and strains, the hardening rate is about _/200 and has only a mild
dependence on temperature or strain rate, Nabarro et al. !5]. The characteristic

hardening rate is sometimes less (e.g. _t/600) in b.c.c, metals, however. For a given
material, the hardening rate varies only by a factor of 2 with single crystal orientation, lt
is important to note that this high hardening rate can occur even while a single slip
system is supplying the imposed strain. That is, a single crystal can be hardening in stage
II while still deforming macroscopically in single slip [9]. Stage II also occurs in tensile
tests of <111> oriented single crystals which deform on six slip systems [10], in <100>
single crystals which deform on eight slip systems, Hosford et al. [11], and in polycrystals
where at least five slip systems must be active in order to accommodate the imposed
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strain. The significance is apparent from Burgers vector analysis in the TEM of
dislocation structures in single crystals deformed into stage II, Steeds [12]. This shows,
surprisingly, high dislocation density on systems other than the primary slip system.
What appears to happen is that accumulations of dislocations on the primary slip
system leads to the localized production of a critical resolved shear stress on secondary
slip systems. This secondary slip presumably relaxes the stress concentration due to pile-
ups or concave loops on the primary slip plane but leads in turn to the tangling up of
primary with secondary dislocations in an irreversible manner [13].

STAGE II: FOREST THEORY

The consequence of this secondary slip for the flow stress is that the dislocations
produced are mostly "forest" dislocations with respect to the primary slip system. The
term "forest" refers to the concept that the flow stress on a given slip plane is
determined by the short range interaction of mobile dislocations on the slip plane with
those dislocations that intersect the slip plane. This theory has been extensively
discussed by, e.g., Basinski [14]. It is supported by such experimental evidence as the flow
stress in stage I being determined by the density of dislocations that intersect the primary
glide plane. That is to say, although a large rise in the density of primary dislocations

occurs, the flow stress, o, hence the hardening rate, do/dE, is controlled by the much
smaller increase in density of secondary dislocations, see e.g. Argon and Brydges [15].
The forest theory is also supported by experiments on latent hardening [16] where tests
of the flow stress on previously inactive slip systems show only small changes in the
flow stress from that of the previously active slip system, Basinski and Basinski [17].

The fundamental relationship for flow stress is the Taylor equation,

_=0_bqp (2)
Mecking and Kocks [8] reviewed the available data and concluded that equation 2 holds
over a wide range of flow stresses and dislocation densities with cz=0.5 to 1.0. The term a
represents an average interaction strength between dislocations and conceals much of
the inherent complexity of detailed dislocation theory. For example, the interactions
vary from entirely elastic between dislocations with perpendicular Burgers vectors, to

energy storing when intersection leads to formation of a jog. The magnitude of c_ is
significant because if it is too small (<0.25), dislocations crossing the slip plane will not
store any line length [18]: see below for further discussion. Attempts have been made,
e.g. Saada [19], to incorporate the details of dislocation interactions into a quantitative
theory of work hardening but without notable success. Equation 2 illustrates a
fundamental point for comparing flow stresses between materials which is that the
shear modulus (_) is the appropriate quantity to use in normalizing flow stresses. The
Burgers vector, b, is also material dependent but varies much less (with temperature)
than the shear modulus. The actual flow stress is modified (lowered) by thermal
activation, so a more generally useful form of equation 2 includes a temperature and
strain rate dependent term; a detailed discussion is not needed here and can be found in,
e.g. [8].

MODELS FOR STAGE II

The work hardening rate in stage II is essentially constant. Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf
[20] developed a theory for this stage which assumed that the line length of dislocation
stored per unit strain is proportional to the reciprocal of the mean free path between
existing dislocations,



dp/dy= k _/p (3)
Given that "self-similarity"holds in the structure,meaning thatthe constantk in

equation3 isa purelygeometricalfactor,theabove equationscan be combined toshow
that

d1:/dy= _t/200 (4)
The factor of 1/200 was the result of arbitrary selection of several geometrical constants.
Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf has attempted to extend the mesh-length theory [21] to stage III
and even beyond. She assumed, however, that the cell size, which determines the the
mesh length, is essentially static in stage III. This assumption is not well founded
experimentally as the literature indicates that the cell size varies inversely with the
stress or even faster, see e.g. Thompson's review [22]. When strained metals are
observed in the transmission electron microscope (TEM), the dislocation substructure
frequently is observed to be non-uniform such that the dislocations are concentrated on
certain planes. The term "cell" refers to the unit of dislocation structure of order 1 to
10_m that is defined by these planes of stored dislocations.

Other models exist for stage II work hardening which have been well reviewed by
Nabarro et al. [5] and by Mitchell [23]. Only one model will be described in detail,
however, the Areal Glide Model because this model appears to account for stage II work
hardening better than the older models and is not dependent on particular features of
the dislocation structure (e.g. a well developed cell structure).

STAGE II: AREAL GLIDE MODEL

The spatial distribution of intersections of forest dislocations with a slip plane
makes a crucial difference to work hardening [24]. If the intersections were arranged on a
perfect lattice, then at the critical shear stress, a mobile dislocation would be able to shear
the whole slip plane. In reality, however, the distribution is non-uniform and yield
occurs at a percolation transition. That is, the distance that a mobile dislocation can
travel increases very rapidly as the applied stress nears the macroscopic yield stress. A
mobile dislocation can cause macroscopic yielding even though it leaves small concave
loops behind its passage around local "hard spots". A hard spot corresponds to a local
(upward) fluctuation in the dislocation density. Note that a key feature of this approach
is that the flow stress is determined by the percolation of mobile dislocations past the
hard areas (tangles, cell walls). Because of this, the actual flow stress within the hard
spots does not affect the measured flow stress directly, although it does influence it
indirectly because it sets the saturation stress ot maximum attainable stress in the
material.

A computer simulated microstructure, figure 4, illustrates what happens. An
important part of this process is that the concave loops do not remain as Orowan loops,
as if the hard spots were impenetrable particles, but instead plastic relaxation occurs.
This means that additional dislocations are generated on secondary slip systems so that
the concave loop on the primary slip system is converted to dislocation density on other
slip systems. Without this relaxation process, tangles would not form because
continuing straining would pile up more Orowan loops until enough stress
concentration occurred to collapse the innermost loop. At this point dynamic
equilibrium has been attained and each new loop will collapse the innermost loop. This
leads to an "Areal Glide" theory for stage II work hardening where the development of
dislocation tangles develops from the accumulation of concave glide loops around hard

spots on a slip plane [13]. The key quantity is the spacing between hard spots, X, assumed



to be proportional to the current mean spacing of randomly aranged dislocations.
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Fig. 4 Concave dislocation glide loops around "hard spots" on a slip plane,
from the results of a computer simulation of dislocation glide across a slip
plane with a random distribution of point obstacles that represent the
intersections of forest dislocations with the slip plane [13].

The constant of order 10 was justified on the basis of computer modeling of
dislocation motion through a field of randomly positioned obstacles, representing the
intersection of forest dislocations with the slip plane. Then if the passage of a mobile

dislocation across the slip plane leaves behind a loop of length (qp)-I at each hard spot,
the strain per loop stored, d_,, is bk 2, giving

dp/d,'?= (qp b _2)q (5)
from which it can be derived, that

d'¢/dy = o_Ix / (2 _2 p) (6)

_. is a small multiple, of order 10, of the mean dislocation spacing (1/qp) so from
equation 5 it follows that the geometrical storage of dislocation line length gives a
reasonable value for the hardening rate (in stage II) of about Ix/200. The Areal Glide

model [13] accounts, for example, for the difference between the observed long slip steps
that can be observed on the surface of deformed metals in stage II and the small mean
free path for dislocation storage that is required to explain a high work hardening rate.

RECOVERY EXPERIMENTS

Experimental work has been reported by Hasegawa et al. [25] that supports the
"two phase" character of slip, i.e. the difference between hard spots on the slip plane
where geometrical storage of dislocations occurs, surrounded by softer areas where the

mobile dislocations percolate across the slip plane. They measured the change in length
during recovery of aluminum samples that had been predeformed in either tension or
compression. In both cases the material continued to deform in the same direction as

the previous straining though only after an initial reverse straining. Thus a tensile



specimen will first contract (on the order of 0.01%) and then lengthen. The initial
reverse straining was ascribed to dislocations running back in the soft regions of their
slip planes. The subsequent straining in the same direction as the pre-strain was ascribed
to recovery in the hard spots or tangles. The direction of the recovery strain changes
sign because the residual stress on each slip plane (on removing the applied stress that
accomplished the pre-strain) is negative in the soft regions though still positive in the
hard spots. Stated in another way, the fact that there is a measurable, signed strain
during thermal recovery indicates that the dislocation networks stored during
monotonic straining are polarized.

STAGE III: DYNAMIC RECOVERY

Stage III is characterized by a hardening rate that decreases monotonically with
increasing flow stress, leading to the much repeated term "parabolic hardening" for the

stress-strain curve. Such a qa dependence of the flow stress can rarely be made to work
well over a wide range of strain, however. In contrast to the athermal storage of
dislocation line length in stage II, stage III behavior is highly temperature sensitive and
somewhat strain rate sensitive. Stage III is associated with "dynamic recovery" which
means the recovery or loss of line length during plastic straining and which is generally
only weakly time dependent. The time dependence can be stated more strongly than
this because the rate of recovery is much greater than would occur by static recovery at
the same temperature. Dynamic recovery is distinct from the time-dependent kinetics
associated with static recovery during annealing treatments. This distinction will be
seen to be important in subsequent discussions of large strain models of work
hardening. The availability of a model for stage III constructed from first principles of
dislocation properties is perhaps even more remote than for the previous stages of work
hardening.

THE STAGE II-STAGE III TRANSITION:

In polycrystalline aluminum at room temperature, for example, stage III is the
only observable stage of work hardening. At lower temperatures, however, stage II can
be observed in aluminum, Hosford et al. [11]. Haasen pointed out [26] that the
temperature dependence of the the stress at which stage III starts can be modeled by

log(_iI I) = A- BT. (7)

This is consistent with a model for thermally activated constriction of dissociated
screw dislocation segments so that they can then cross-slip, Schoeck and Seeger [27].
Cross slip permits the oppositely signed screw segments of dislocation loops in different
slip planes to annihilate each other and is therefore one of various possible dynamic
recovery mechanisms. The current flow stress enters through the fact that the applied
stress can assist the constriction process, thereby lowering the apparent activation energy
for the process. The activation energies determined from the experimental data for Cu
and Ni by Haasen were of the correct magnitude. The presumption is that once cross-
slip can occur at a high enough rate, dynamic recovery will begin. It is important to note
however, that if work hardening models are constructed on the basis of a single
dislocation phenomenon such as cross slip, the models will not fit all the experimental
facts. For example, the lack of strong orientation dependence of the work hardening rate
in either stage II or III militates against any one mechanism being dominant. The
justification of this remark is that different orientations should mean that a different

type of dislocation-dislocation interaction is dominant, see e.g. Schwink and Gottler [28].



THE END OF STAGE III

The experimental evidence from much stress-strain data taken out to moderately
large strains shows that the work hardening rate in stage III decreases monotonically
towards an apparent saturation stress. Accurate descriptions of stress-strain curves have
been a topic of discussion for many years but we will not attempt to discriminate
between the many competing models in detail. Suffice it to say that the common power
law relation has many times been shown to be adequate for only the limited range of
the tensile test, e.g. Dorn et al. [29]. Voce [30] and Palm [31] published an alternative
exponential stress-strain law that has the advantage of showing an asymptotic
saturation stress. The differential form is

0 =00 ( 1 - _/_v) (8)
where the strain does not enter the relation explicitly. The key modification of this

equation for large strain description is to make ev (see figure 2) a quantity that increases
(slowly) with strain instead of being constant for the particular combination of material,
strain rate and temperature. Therefore it is useful to review the theoretical and
experimental basis for equation 8.

DISLOCATION MODEL FOR STAGE III

The variation of the apparent saturation stress with temperature and strain rate
in aluminum [32] can be modeled with the same dislocation kinetics apply to this as was
found for the transition to stage III, equation 2. The physical basis for the Voce-Palm
relation and the temperature dependence is as follows.

If the geometric dislocation storage described for stage II continues unabated
throughout stage III, the falling hardening rate implies an ever-increasing dynamic
recovery rate. A simple assumption that can be made is that the amount of dislocation
line length that is lost per unit strain is proportional to the current dislocation density,
i.e. everywhere in the structure, stored lengths of dislocation are able to break past their
pinning points and be recovered. Quantitatively,

dp/dy =-L p (9)

By differentiatingequation2,and combiningwith equations3 and 9,one obtainsthis.

d._._= ka/ab L"c (1 O)
de. 2 2

which is equivalent to equation 8 above, i.e. f)0=ka_b/2 and %=ka_b/L. The physical
picture is that the saturation stress is determined in the hard spots where tang]es form.
The equation that describes the variation of the saturation stress is, by analogy with one
form of stress-assisted, thermally activated motion of dislocations at a given structure,

ln( r_ / =- k-S-TIn (11)
k,"CvoJ A

where e0 is a reference strain rate, %o is the (extrapolated) saturation stress at zero
Kelvin, and A represents an activation energy, or more correctly an activation work.
The reason for the analogy is that, unlike the case of the stress at which stage III
commences, Haasen [26], the saturation stress is a result of the evolution of the

dislocation structure, not the behavior of a fixed structure. The values of A reported [32]
for aluminum corresponded to a low activation energy, approximately .ub3/9. Therefore



equation 11 is a phenomenological description of thermal activated dynamic recovery
that does not attempt to identify a particular controlling dislocation-dislocation
interaction.

Equation 11 suggests that the strain rate sensitivity of the saturation stress obeys a
power law relationship between stress and strain rate. There are two important
differences between this relationship and those derived on the basis of diffusionally
controlled recovery, examples of which are discussed below. One difference is that the
exponent, n, in the power law relation, decreases linearly with temperature rather than
being fixed by the diffusion mode considered, Eq. 12.

\ _'v0y

The second difference is that at low temperatures, the exponent, n, is very much higher
than any possible exponent for a relation derived on the basis of diffusional recovery.
For aluminum at room temperature, for example, the data [32] indicates that n~16.
Note that other physically-based relationships are possible° Kocks and Chen [33], for

example, have recently analyzed the stress-strain behavior of copper over a wide range
of temperature and strain rate by applying the same obstacle profile to dynamic recovery
as has been previously applied to thermal activated flow stresses.

Mecking et al. have investigated the application of this analysis to a number of
f.c.c, metals tested over a wide range of temperatures [34]. They were able to show that
Eq. 12 applied over a remarkably wide range of homologous temperatures and also that
the differences between materials could be accounted for with a single parameter that
varied in the same way as the ratio of stacking fault energy to shear modulus ar.d
Burgers vector. This scaling by the stacking fault energy is reasonable since it strongly
influences the spacing between pairs of partial dislocations which in turn controls the
breaking stress of attractive junctions, or the activation energy for cross slip.

STAGE III: A PHYSICAL PICTURE FOR THE SATURATION STRESS

Starting with the Areal Glide model of stage II work hardening, dislocation
storage occurs at the hard spots in the microstructure. These hard spots develop into the
cell walls typically observed as straining proceeds. As the rate of dynamic recovery
increases in stage III, so a larger and larger fraction of dislocation segments stored in the
hard spots or tangles can be recovered. The stored dislocation segments have a spectrum
of lengths. The longer the segment, the smaller the (local) stress that is required to bow
it out and recover it. As the flow stress rises as a consequence of strain hardening so the
mean length of stored dislocation segment will decrease. The saturation stress is
therefore determined by the longest dislocation segment that will not be recovered at
the applied temperature and strain rate. A more detailed picture can be found in the
statistical treatment of dynamic recovery [8].

STAGE IV / LARGE STRAINS

A complete review of large strain experiments was provided by Gil-Sevillano et
• al. [35] to which the reader is referred for complete lists of references to large-strain

studies. The classical large strain metal working process is rolling and the development
of large strain studies began with tensile tests of rolled sheet. Such tests have obvious

drawbacks: one, there is a major change of deformation mode in going from plane
strain compression to tension in the subsequent test; two, there is generally a large
change in strain rate from the typically greater than 1 s-1 (von Mises equivalent) strain



rate of the rolling passes to the less than 10-4 s-1 rate of typical tensile tests; three, the

stress-strain curve that is generated is discontinuous. In the oft-cited work of Langford
and Cohen [3], wire drawing was used to attain large strains and the composite stress-
strain curve was rendered nearly continuous bv careful tensile tests in which the effects

of necking were taken into account. Therefore there was little strain path change
between the wire-drawing and the subsequent tensile tests. The main result of their
work was that hardening persists, albeit at a low level, to strains as high as 10 without
any sign of saturation of the flow stress. Some years before this, Kovacs and Feltham [36]
published continuous stress-strain curves obtained from torsion experiments on Ni and

Ag which showed a clear stage IV for the Ni, albeit to a smaller strain. Over the years
many causes for the sustained hardening observed in stage IV have been proposed.
Mecking and Grinberg [37] listed eight possible causes of stage IV (grain size;
deformation bands; surface effects; stress induced transformations; changing strain path;
plastic instabilities; texture; second phase particles), none of which, however, are causes
of stage IV [38]. The work of Rack and Cohen [39] on iron alloys demonstrated that the
stage IV work hardening was essentially unaffected by alloying though the flow stress
level at a given strain generally increased with alloy content. The same conclusion can
be drawn from the more recent work by Hughes [40] on Ni alloys. The effect of strain
rate on strain hardening was investigated by performing torsion tests at different

constant strain rates at various temperatures [41]. Stage IV in commercial purity
aluminum at room temperature, appears to be little affected by strain rates that vary
over four orders of magnitude. This suggests that the strain rate sensitivity of work
hardening in stage IV is comparable to that at smaller strains.

STAGE IV: TEMPERATURE

Alberdi performed large strain torsion tests on copper [42] at five different

temperatures. Plots of hardening rate versus stress show clear transitions from stage III
behavior to stage IV behavior at all temperatures, despite the fact that the stage III

behavior deviates from a linear decrease of e with a at higher temperatures.
Extrapolation of the stage III behavior to zero hardening rate yields the same
exponential dependence, equation 12, of nominal saturation stress on temperature as
discussed above. The work hardening rate and stress at which the transition to stage IV
occur both decline slowly with increasing temperature. Embury and Mecking [43]
suggested a criterion for the transition of the form

eiv= c c_ (13)

where 8iv is the work hardening rate at which the transition to stage IV occurs, not

necessarily the work hardening rate in stage IV. This criterion is represented on figure 5
as a straight line with c=0.05 and appears to fit the data reasonably well for commercial

purity aluminum tested at a variety of temperatures [41]. Embury and Mecking [43]

noted the similarity of this criterion to those for diffuse necking, e=_, and local necking,
0=0.5G and speculated that stage IV might be associated with microscopic instabilities
such as the microbands commonly observed large strains in copper. The onset of

instabilities in plastic deformation generally results in reduced load carrying capacity in
the material, however, whereas stage IV definitely results in increased load bearingcapacity.



STRAIN RATE SENSITIVITY AT LARGE STRAINS

The data on strain rate sensitivity for copper [42], nickel [40] and aluminum [41]
show that at low homologous temperatures, the evolution of the strain rate sensitivity
is a smooth function of flow stress; no marked discontinuities are present at the
transition from stage III to stage IV until the deformation temperature is well above
0.3Tta. The significance of this is that stage IV occurs without marked changes in the
character of obstacles to dislocation movement. If, for example, stage IV were due to the
accumulation of very small obstacles such as vacancies or vacancy clusters, these
obstacles should be surmountable by thermal activation. The strain rate sensitivity
would then be expected to rise significantly in stage IV. Large obstacles to dislocation
motion such as low-angle boundaries, however, are not surmountable by thermal
activation and so should not contribute to the rate sensitivity of a material.
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Figure 5. Plot of reduced hardening rate versus
flow stress for commercial purity aluminum, tested
at four different temperatures.

MODELS FOR STAGE IV

Several models have been proposed for large strain stress-strain behavior by Nix
et al. [44], Haasen [45], Zehetbauer [46] and Prinz and Argon [47]. These models employ a
"two-phase" structure model where each mobile dislocation must pass through both the
soft and the hard parts, "phases", of the structure. Whereas the Voce-Kocks model for
the effect of dynamic recovery on work hardening rate predicts a linear decrease of
hardening rate with increasing stress, both the Nix and the Prinz models show a less
rapid decay of hardening rat_. These models, however, do not predict the sharp
transition from stage III to IV that is sometimes observed experimentally. The model for
stage IV presented here is based on the generally observed fact that plastic straining at
low temperatures leads to the accumulation of dislocation debris such as dipoles and
loops [48], in addition to the dislocation monopoles, which are usually arranged in
tangles or cell walls. The accumulation of dipolar debris may occur as part of the glide
process and it may occur as part of the dislocation rearrangements due to dynamic
recovery. However, the rate of dislocation rearrangement inside the tangles or loose



cell walls is expected to be affected by the debris left there as a consequence of previous
rearrangement processes.

The mechanism of dynamic recovery has been discussed in detail previoi',sly [13].
The tangles, which were originally formed by statistical storage of mobile dislocations,
have forward internal stresses within them that lead to rearrangement or even
annihilation of dislocation segments in this region, thus gradually transforming the
tangle into a cell wall. The rate of rearrangement depends on the relative magnitudes of
the total local stress and local resistance, such as the breaking strength of attractive
junctions as modified by thermal activation. The latter quantity has the effect of a
"saturation stress": when the total local stress is equal to it, no further net accumulation
can occur. It is this "saturation stress" (defined in the monopole structure) which may
be affected by local dislocation debris accumulation.

A useful starting point for a quantitative model is the Voce description of

hardening in stage III, equation 8. Now, however, we define Xvl as the saturation stress

that would be obtained by extrapolating low-strain data to a zero work hardening rate.

Note that, unlike the normal Voce formulation in which Xv is a constant for a

particular choice of strain rate and temperature, here we allow Xv to vary as
deformation proceeds. The second term in parentheses describes the effect of dynamic
recovery whereby dislocation line length is lost from the stored disloc"ation structure.
The particular choice of function depends on the accuracy of fit desired to any particular
set of experimental data, see [49]. For the purposes of this article, however, we will use
the relatively simple formula due to Voce. Starting with the standard relation between
flow stress and dislocation density, equation 2, we obtain the rate of loss of dislocation
density by combining this with the Voce equation above.

= (a#b)2 00 _.----_. (14)

Now we describe the relationship between the loss of dislocation density due to
dynamic recovery and the rate of accumulation of debris in the tangles. It is reasonable
that the debris accumulation should be a fraction, f, of the dynamic recovery rate, which
allows us to write:

dp_,_,,, = fdpL,. " (15)

A crude estimate of the fraction can be made by noting that the ratio of the dislocation
spacing for dipole capture to the mean dislocation spacing is:

#b .ap__b

8z(1- v)'c "r . (16)

Numerically this is approximately 0.13, and a further factor of two should be included to
account for the complete annihilation of screw dislocations by cross slip. Therefore the
upper limit on the fraction of dynamic recovery events that give rise to stored debris is
of order 1 in 15.

Now we write fo:c the accumulation rate of debris that

dp_e_,is= f 21: "r
dy (o_#b)2O0--rv1 (17)



If the effect of the accumulating debris is to raise the flow stress within the hard regions
(tangles, cell wails) of the dislocation substructure then a detailed model is needed for
the combined effect of the two components The superposition of flow stress
contributions has been examined, e.g. Kroupa [50], but for now we will simplify the
model by writing the limiting flow stress in the tangles as

_,, = a#b p_d_.+ p,_,_ (18)

which is differentiated to give

dr,, = 0.5apb 0.5 (apb) 2 (19)
dpd,a,_ _ = "r,,

Assuming that d_v/d7 = d_v/dpdebris X dpdebris/d% similarly as above, then

T 2
d'rv = fOo_ (20)
d7 "rv

but in stage IV, the flow stress is nearly equal to the (current) limiting stress, _v.
Therefore

d'rv = fOo (21)
dy

This suggests that stage IV will intervene at, and remain constant at 0.07 of the

stage II work hardening rate or 3.10-4 of the shear modulus, given the above estimate of
the factor f. This is in reasonable accord with the experimental observation of stage IV at

2.10 -4 of the shear modulus. Note that a second order differential equation has been set '
up here by combining equations 8 and 20, which allows for an indirect effect of debris on
the flow stress via the current limiting flow stress.

The hardening behavior can be depicted by using a simple computer program to
calculate stress-strain curves. In this program, the Voce law is used, as described above,
but the saturation stress is varied using different models for the effect of debris
accumulation. Setting the microstructural factor to unity yields the behavior depicted in
figure 6. Note that the hardening rate at the onset of stage IV is constant with initial
saturation stress and that no further decrease in hardening rate occurs. The transition
into stage IV is quite sharp, as observed experimentally, at least at low temperatures.
Other models for stage IV that rely on a two-phase structure appear to show a much
more gradual transition into stage IV from stage III.

This upper limit, however, is expected to be modified by microstructural
variation; that is to say, as the cell wall (tangle) structure becomes more developed at
higher strains (and at higher deformation temperatures), it occupies a progressively
smaller volume fraction of the material. Therefore the actual fraction should decrease

as the cell structure is refined. This suggests that the fundamental relationship between

dynamic recovery and debris accumulation could be described as follows, in which 0
expresses the microstructural effect on the volume fraction of material available for

debris accumulation. Both f and 0 have a range of 0 to 1.

dpd*e_r,s= fCdp_s,. (22)



Experience indicates that the variation with temperature causes the greatest
variation in dynamic recovery behavior and therefore cell structure, setting aside alloys
for the moment. A plausible description of the fraction, then, reduces the fraction by an
multiplier that decreases with temperature, for example, the stage III saturation stress.

+ _"' dodPdeb,s= f _i_1. (23)
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Fig. 6. Variation of hardening rate with flow stress for
model based on continuous accumulation of debris from

dynamic recovery events.

In this relation, _ is chosen such that the product q_vl/l_ ranges from 0 to 1. In order to
illustrate how this microstructural influence can affect the hardening behavior, we

write _ as a function of strain as follows.

=exp-{Y/F } (24)

In this relation, F characterizes the rate at which the microstructural factor, _, decreases

with strain. The larger F, the more slowly the cell structure sharpens. If 1-"is related to
the strain rate and temperature at which a test is performed in a similar manner to the
model above, it is reasonable to assume that it decreases as the temperature is increased
or as the strain decreases.

01_=0= A1:_...._I (25)#

In this way, not only does the microstructural factor vary with deformation conditions
at the transition to stage IV, but also the factor continues to decrease during continued
deformation. This reflects the progressive sharpening of the cell or sub-grain structure
in aluminum at ambient temperatures in contrast to the slow progression at low
temperatures. Theoretical predictions of hardening behavior with the computer
program show a nearly constant hardening rate at the transition into stage IV but a
more rapid decrease in hardening at smaller stresses, representing the lesser effect of
stage IV at higher deformation temperatures. The most realistic model is a combination
of the above, however, in which both the initial value of the microstructural factor
varies with deformation conditions, and it decreases with strain.



#
This model yields the following results, figure 7. The volume fraction variation

now leads to a hardening rate at the onset of stage IV that is approximately linear with
the flow stress at the transition. Also, the hardening rate in stage IV decreases more
rapidly with stress as the transition stress decreases, as has been observed experimentally
for the variation of stage IV with temperature in copper [42] and aluminum [this work].
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Fig. 7a. Plot of variation of microstructural Fig. 7b. Plot of hardening rate

factor (_)) with strain, versus stress for variation of
microstructural factor in (a).

SUMMARY

The various stages of work hardening have been reviewed with an emphasis on
the connections between them based on the dislocation storage and recovery
mechanisms. Easy glide has a low work hardening rate caused by storage of dislocation
dipoles and multipoles on the primary slip system. Athermal work hardening (stage II)
has a high work hardening rate caused by storage of dislocation tangles on multiple slip
systems and exhibits a self-similar scaling behavior of the dislocation substructure.
Dynamic recovery intervenes to lower the hardening rate and this is caused by loss of
stored dislocation line length during straining. This stage III of hardening is
temperature and strain-rate sensitive because thermal activation assists the dynamic
recovery process. The end of stage III appears from small-strain data to be a saturation
stress at which there is no net hardening. Another stage (IV) intervenes, however, at
low temperatures and hardening can continue at a low level to very large strains.
Further decreases in hardening rate during stage IV can be analyzed in the same way as
for stage III, leading some authors to postulate a stage V in which dynamic recovery
limits stage IV in a manner analogous to stage II/III. Stage IV is caused by the
accumulation of dislocation debris, perhaps as a byproduct of dynamic recovery.
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